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In structural design of a nuclear power component, stress classification from

elastic stress analysis resultants is often used. Alternatively, to improve

accuracy, finite element limit analysis may be performed. This paper examines

some issues relating to the use of limit analysis; specifically, the treatment of

multiple applied loads and the definition of the limit load from analysis using

hardening plasticity laws. These are addressed both by detailed analysis for a

simple geometry and by using the reference stress approach to estimate the

inelastic displacement. The proposals are also applicable to a defect

assessment of a cracked component, and treatment of distributed loads. It is

shown that multiple or distributed loads should be treated as if they were

applied proportionally irrespective of the actual nature of loads, and that the limit

load from analysis with general plasticity laws may be estimated using a newly

suggested reduced elastic slope method.

Introduction

Recent advancements in computer-related technology have made the

performance of large-scale finite element analysis practical. Using inelastic

stress analyses with detailed constitutive equations for design purposes,

however, still has difficulty as, for instance, appropriate material properties may
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not be available at the design stage. Limit analysis using the lower bound yield

strength is more practical than these detailed inelastic analyses, and may lead

to improved design compared to the use of conventional stress classification

methods with elastic stress analysis. Standardization of the procedures for

performing limit analyses is, therefore, needed.

To address this need, Yamamoto, et al. [1] performed a round-robin analysis to

confirm the feasibility of performing limit analysis for practical design problems.

After gaining experiences with practical calculations including three-dimensional

bodies [2][3], tentative guidelines for performing limit analysis were proposed by

Okamoto, et al. [4]. While acceptable methodologies for performing limit

analysis of a component under a single loading are being established through

these activities, methods for treating multiple loads, where there may be a

loading path effect, have not been made clear.

This paper examines some issues relating to the performance of limit analysis.

The investigations are discussed within the framework of the reference stress

approach [5] which uses the limit load in combination with elastic response for

estimating inelastic displacements. This makes it possible to discuss the

relationship between the current primary stress limit in the design code [6] and

structural response in general terms, prior to making proposals for the

performance of limit analysis. Supporting numerical examples are given to

illustrate the proposals.

Relationship between applied load normalized by limit load and structural

response for an elastic-plastic body subjected to a single load

For a steady state creeping body subjected to a single load, P, a representative

displacement rate, & is approximated by the reference stress approach [5]:

& _
sref/E

sref-jsY (2)

where e is the displacement at the representative point of an elastic body
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subjected to P, &ref is the reference creep strain rate which equals the creep

strain rate corresponding to the reference stress, s rc/ on the given creep law.

And PL is, strictly, the limit load of a rigid-plastic body of which yield strength is

s r , but can be estimated approximately by FEA of an elastic-perfectly-plastic

material.

Creep equation is assumed now as a Norton law:

* = * , ( — ) " (3)

where # is the creep strain rate, and &Y and n are the material constants.

From eqns. (2) and (3), a normalized creep displacement rate, & / e is

approximated as:

- - ^ • A - 1 (4)
e y rL

where eer is the elastic strain at s = s r . From eqn. (4), it is apparent that the

applied load normalized by the limit load has a coherent relation with thr

normalized creep displacement rate, and that & is proportional to {PIPL)
n.

In a fully plastic body in which strain is expressed as a power law:

er=e^Kf)" (5)

where ePr is the plastic strain due to s y , the similarity between steady state

creep and fully plastic situations in combination with eqn. (4) leads to:
p e*v P

- = •?(£)" ' <6)
For more general stress-strain curve, using approximately eqn. (6) leads to an

expression for total, elastic-plastic displacement, ep:

where the stress-strain curve is expressed by a Ramberg-Osgood law:

e = £ + ^y(®-)" (8)
E v s /
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Relationship between applied load normalized by limit load and structural

response for an elastic-plastic body subjected to multiple loads

Consider a steady state creeping body subjected to multiple loads, pi (i =l,n)

as shown in Fig. 1. To examine effects of non-proportional loading, introducing

dimensionless loads, r, and loading factors I ,. leads to an expression of pt:

P, = \jisY, i = l , / (9)

where/ is the number of load components. At the design loading condition,

each of I ,. is defined as unity, I , = 12 = = I, = 1. As the body is in steady

state creep condition, each of stress components and then each of

displacement rate components at any point become constant.

Based on the equilibrium between stresses and external loads, each stress

component is proportional to a proportional loading factor, I provided all the

loads are proportional, I = I , = I 2 = = 1 , . All the displacement rates, too,

become proportional to I" likewise that & is proportional to (PIPL)" in eqn. (4).

When loading is not proportionally, the stress distribution becomes dependent

on the ratios between loading factors, and this simple relation, & p. I " , does

not hold. From this, keeping the ratios between loads constant is needed also in

the limit analysis of a rigid-plastic material. Then eqn. (7) becomes:
eP &Y I 1

e Y i L

where I L is the dimensionless limit load corresponding to collapse situation of

the rigid-plastic body subjected to multiple loading.

A component under distributed loads can be dealt with in the same manner.

Performing limit analysis with the assumption of proportionality in loads,

irrespective of the actual nature of loads, is necessary, though sufficiency is not

guaranteed, for keeping a unique relationship between ep I e and I / I , as

demonstrated by numerical examples shown later.
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Consequence of primary stress limit in design code relating to limit

analysis

Limit analysis is allowed to replace stress classification in the design code [6]

and its limitation may be generally expressed as:

j ~z (11)

where Z is a safety factor. If s r in the analysis of PL is equated with design

yield strength, Sy, the value of Z is prescribed to be 1.5 for the evaluation for

level A service loads. As PL is proportional to the yield strength of the idealized

elastic-perfectly-plastic material, by substituting PL in inequality (11) with

(SJsY)PL, su; design ultimate strength, leads to z = 3 for level A service loads.

When the loads are multiple or distributed, eqn. (11) is expressed by using a

proportional loading factor as:

IT i (12)

By combining eqn. (12) with eqn. (10), as the consequence of the current

primary stress limit, the elastic-plastic displacement is limited by:
ep . e f V I .,, ,

From this, the current primary stress limit can be interpreted as a limitation of

the normalized displacement in a realistic strain hardening material, not a

limitation of stress or strain at a certain point. This coherent relation between

limitations of load(s) and displacement has not been paid much attention to so

far, but seems more reasonable than the emphasis placed in [7] on the

bounding of deformation by ignoring strain hardening behavior.

When one uses the conventional stress classification method for primary stress

evaluation, proportional loading is automatically assumed by linear

superimposition of stresses. In terms of this, the currently proposed method of

performing FEA based on proportional loading keeps consistency with the

current elastic FEA route design method, and inequality (13) is, already,

satisfied.
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In practice, the dimensionless loads may be independently applied and loads,

such as dead weight loads, may not be variable. One may consider that only

variable loads should be increased in limit analysis to secure the required safety

margin against uncertainties of loads. However, this treatment of non-

proportional loading loses the unique relation between safety factor and

allowable limit of normalized displacement, as well as the consistency with the

already used stress classification method.

Reduced elastic slope method to estimate limit load

The design code [6] allows the limit load to be defined by the double elastic

slope method with an elastic-plastic analysis using the actual stress-strain

curve, rather than from limit analysis with a rigid-plastic material. Using the

double elastic slope method avoids numerical problems as calculations do not

diverge at the associated displacement levels. And one can define limit load

based on this method from an experiment. However, clearly the allowable loads

obtained by this method may differ from those from limit analysis as described

below. This paper suggests a new method, "reduced elastic slope method" as

an alternative method for estimating limit load.

Equation (7) suggests that at the limit load level, I =1L , the normalized

displacement becomes:

For a typical material with, s r = 2 0 0 MPa, e^^0 .002 , and £=200 GPa, the

right hand side of eqn. (14) becomes three, not always two. When elastic-plastic

FEA is performed with the actually obtained 0.2% proof stress from tensile test

for s y , the proportionality of I L to sY enables us to convert estimated limit load

to I L for a design allowable, such as sy or Su.

Another alternative is defined for a bi-linear stress-strain curve with elastic
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behavior up to the stress level a s r , and a work hardening coefficient,

H =Elm = (ds/def). If this equation is employed in the elastic-plastic analysis,

by suitable choice of a and m , eqn. (14) becomes:

— =l + m(l a) (15)

If one chooses w=10 and a = 0.9, the reducing factor for elastic slope

becomes two.

If the conventional double elastic slope method or one of these currently

proposed reduced elastic slope method is employed for a multiply loaded

component and loads are increased independently (non-proportionally), the

analyst may face a difficulty in defining elastic slope for its variability depending

on changing load ratios. By assuming proportional bading, regardless of the

actual nature of loads, an analyst can define a proper limit load without any

difficulty.

It should be noted, however, that accuracy of the reference stress approach is

dependent on the choice of displacement attended, and that ai analyst must

choose carefully a representative displacement point likewise the conventional

double elastic slope method. These methods, including the conventional double

elastic slope method, are not necessary when limit analysis with zero strain

hardening coefficient is available, but enable us to estimate limit load from

experiments. In addition, based on the clear and unique definition of slopes, an

analyst does not need to consider loading path effects.

Numerical example-1: Plate under bi-axial pressures

To validate the effect of proportional loading in limit load estimate, a circular-

notched plate subjected to bi-axial pressures, /? i= l ] i ' iSK and p2 = ^2r2sr 'n

Fig. 3 was analyzed. The material constants were:

e?Y= 0.002, sK=200 MPa, £=200 GPa, n=0.3 and«= 5

Plane stress conditions were assumed. Load ratios, r , / r2 l with value - 1 , -0.5,

0, 0.5 or 1 were analyzed.
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To evaluate validity of the proposals using FEA with zero strain hardening

coefficient and proportional loading, other possible methods were compared.

The first method of these was derived from the stress classification method as:

s^ 1.5
L = min( _ , ~ (16)

where sm was the equivalent membrane stress, and sm+A was the equivalent

membrane plus bending stress, both were due to the design load, I = 1 . Von

Mises's yield condition was assumed in estimating sm and sm+b.

The second method assumed simple uniform stress distributions in the notch

ligament area and Tresca's yield condition:

min(
L R

LX

L R

(L

L R

' LX2

1
r,- ) , r , 0

LX-

(17)

r, =0

The third one simply considered uni-axial net section stress collapse:

L R

Lx-
(18)

This simple treatment are sometimes used for net section collapse evaluation of

a cracked component. For instance, hoop stresses were ignored for a

circumferentially cracked pipe subjected to internal pressure and pipe bending

in [8], or for a thermally loaded circumferentially cracked cylinder in [9]. This

treatment corresponded to non-proportional loading, and had a possibility in

leading to inaccurate estimate of limit load.

Estimated limit loads normalized by the uni-axial collapse load of eqn. (18),

Lx2\ Ll{L R), are compared in Fig. 4. In this figure, the third method

corresponds to unity for all. From this figure, the proposed method, full FEA with

proportional loading, lead to limit loads dependent on the load ratio, r2 / r , .

Which means that eqn. (18) is not sufficient to describe this effect.

Simplified methods of eqns. (16) and (17) describe roughly well the trend of
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load ratio dependency in limit bad. Underestimate of limit loads were given by

the stress classification method of eqn. (17) for the case with negative load

ratio, while eqn. (16) agreed well with FEA solution for the case with negative

Figure 5 shows relationships between normalized elastic-plastic displacement,
epI \ and normalized applied load, \I\L, with various definitions. It is

apparent in this figure that a method based on non-proportional loading

described by eqn. (18) resulted in large scatter of epI e, while the other

methods, especially the proposed method based on full FEA, produced a

unique curve between the load and the displacement.

It should be noted that this paper does not intend to propose using the

reference stress approach for uncracked body, but does intend to propose limit

analysis by FEA together with the assumption of proportional loading which

leads to the unique relationship between normalized load and normalized

displacement.

Numerical example-2: Symmetrically cracked plate under bi-axial

pressures

In a defect assessment, the reference stress approach, which is incorporated

into one of the failure assessment diagrams in R6 [10], is actual applied to

practical use. Keeping accuracy of the reference stress approach is, therefore,

more important than that in design. Proportionality between a representative

displacement and the J-integral under some assumptions leads, in a similar

manner to eqn. (7), to:

1TTE
sref/ h

where J is the elastic-plastic J-integral, e e V is the elastic-plastic reference

strain, and Je is the elastic J-integral which is the J-integral in an elastic body

subjected to the given loading. Plastic zone correction, which is incorporated in

the method of R6, is currently ignored for simplicity.
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A symmetrically cracked plate under bi-axial pressures shown in Fig. 6 was

analyzed in a similar manner to the analyses described above of uncracked

plate. Material properties were also same as the example in Fig. 4. Limit loads

were estimated by the proposal and three other methods likewise the example

shown before. The first method was the same as eqn. (16) by performing elastc

FEA of cracked geometry and stress classification. The second and third

methods were:

L R a L R a\ 1
min(

Lx2 (L R a)x] Lx.
), 0

L R a

and:

Lx.

L R a
LX,

(20)

(21)

Estimated limit loads are shown in Fig. 7, where roughly the same trend as Fig.

4 can been seen.

Values of the normalized elastic-plastic J-integral, JIJe are shown and

compared with applied load normalized by various definitions of limit load in Fig.

8. From this figure, the importance of proportional loading in performing limit

load analysis is again confirmed. As is sometimes performed in, e.g. [9], simply

paying attention to the crack normal component of net section stresses leads to

clearly significant deteriorating the accuracy of the reference stress approach.

Numerical example-3: Limit Load Estimate of a plate under bi-axial

pressures by the reduced elastic slope method

The bi-axially loaded plate in Fig. 3 was evaluated by "the reduced elastic slope

method" presented here. Two methods were used. One was based on eqn. (14)

with the Ramberg-Osgood law used in the example in the above mentioned.

The other one was based on eqn. (15) with a = 0.9 and m = 10. Consequently,

the reducing factor of elastic slope for the first method was three, not two.
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The results of limit load estimte are shown in Table 2, where good agreements

between the fully FEA method and the two reduced elastic slope methods. This

method is, in fact, not essential when full FEA limit analysis is possible, but

considered better than the current double elastic slope method of which

theoretical background has not been made clear. Errors caused by the currently

proposed reduce elastic slope method compared with the full FEA limit analysis

were smaller than 10%.

Conclusions

To promote the use of limit analysis for design or defect assessment of a

component under primary loads, some issues have been described using the

reference stress approach. From the discussions, limit analysis based on

proportionally increased loads is the appropriate solution and leads to a unique

relation with elastic-plastic displacement normalized by elastic response. A

simple example has illustrated this analytically. Inaccuracies introduced by

ignoring multi-load effects have been demonstrated by numerical examples for

notched and cracked plate.

The advantages of the proportional loading are summarized as:

Unique relationship between normalized load and normalized

displacement is secured.

Consistency with the currently used stress classification method is kept.

Performing FEA with zero strain hardening material becomes

straightforward because of the solely defined loading path.

The same idea for defining limit load can be applied to defect assessment

based on failure assessment diagram in R6.

Alternative methods to obtain the limit load from elastic-plastic analysis instead

of elastic-perfectly-plastic analysis have been proposed and validated. Although

conservatism of these methods is not guaranteed, the results are satisfactory to

ensure that component displacements are limited. By introducing these
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methodologies into the guidelines proposed by Okamoto, et al. [3], appropriate

procedures for performing limit analysis with FEA for primary stress limits will be

almost established.
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Table 1 Material properties employed in numerical examples

Elasticity

Plasticity

£=200GPa
n=0.3

Ramberg-
Osgood law

Bi-linear
approximation

ep
Y= 0.002

s Y = 200 MPa
n= 5

H'(= ds/de)= E/10
s p = 0.9sy

Sp : limit of
proportionality

Table 2 Limit load estimates by the reduce elastic slope method

load ratio,

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

full FEA
with H' = 0

89.8

118

151

170

169

P2 at limit load point

Reduced elastic slope
method with
Ramberg-Osgood law

82.8 [-7.70 %]

108 [-7.97 %]

144 [-4.52 %]

171 [+0.555%]

162 [-3.96%]

(MPa)

Reduced elastic slope
method with bi-linear
approximation

85.7 [-4.54 %]

112 [-4.55%]

150 [-0.451 %]

179 [+5.12%]

166 [-1.69%]
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creeping body or
elasic-plastic body

(1) Actual creeping body or elastic-
plastic body subjected to mul tip! eloads

I r,s

I r ,s«"-" Y

rigid-plastic body

(2) Idealized rigid-plastic body subjected
to proportional loading for limit analysis

Figure 1 Treatment of multiple loads in limit analysis

elastic slope

elastic-plastic
response

ep

displacement, D

(1) Ramberg-Osgood law

OX)

3

elastic slope

elastic-plastic
response

ep

displacement, D

(2) Bi-linear elastic-plastic
approximation

Figure 2 Schematic illustrations of the reduced elastic slope method for
estimating limit load with strain hardening stress-strain curves
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Figure 4 Evaluated dimensionless limit load versus load ratio
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(4) Limit load based on uni-axial net
section stress criteria

Figure 5 Relationship between normalized elastic-plastic displacement and

applied load normalized by various definitions of limit load
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Figure 6 Symmetrically cracked plate subjected to bi-axial pressure
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Figure 7 Estimated limit loads for a symmetrically cracked plate under bi-axial
pressure by three different methods
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(2) Limit load from a simplified equation
with Tresca's yielding condition
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Prediction made
by the reference
stress method
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classification with vonMises's yielding condition
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section stress criteria

Figure 8 Relationship between normalized elastic-plastic J-integral and applied

load normalized by various definitions of limit load


